[Species-specific reactions of succinate dehydrogenase of lymphocytes in animals to acute hypoxic hypoxia and its relation to the radiation resistance of the body].
Experiments on rats and dogs showed that acute hypoxic hypoxia caused an increase of succinate dehydrogenase (SDH) in blood lymphocytes. The rate of SDH increase (VSDH) depended on the oxygen concentration in the breathing hypoxic mixture (BHM) and the animal species. In dogs it proved to be lower than in rats. Experiments on mice, rats and dogs were carried out to study the correlation between the level of the dose decrease factor (DDF) of the BHM and the animal species. The radiation resistance of the animal body in a hypoxic environment was evaluated with respect to the severity of the hypoxic state. A formula has been developed that can help determine ionizing radiation resistance of the animal in a hypoxic state. The formula based on the lymphocyte VSDH is as follows: DDF of BHM = 0.97 + 0.215 VSDH. By calculating the radioprotective effect of the BHM as a function of oxygen consumption, the applicability of the formula to such animal species as rats and dogs has been verified.